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TIPS FOR
WHĀNAU

This is designed to help you support your tamariki as they
learn from home. Your whānau will know best how to use
their time. This is guidance on how you may want to
schedule your day. The tasks in this booklet are set to help
tamariki manage themselves and their learning journey.
Routines are essential to making the best use of time
together.
 
Keep days simple and use our guide to help your tamariki
to THINK, WRITE, READ, CALCULATE, CREATE
and MOVE. These are the key components of learning and
supporting our next generation to be their best. Home life
offers many other opportunities to learn. Baking, helping
with chores and spending quality time with whānau are just
a few of these.
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MY LEARNING
GUIDE

Clear a space in your whare that is 
free of distractions.

Have your learning resources with you.

Turn off other devices.

Take time out to refuel and have brain
kai.

Remember learning is all about ako. We can learn
from one another.
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TUHI - WRITE
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Write a reflection each day about how you feel, what you are
thinking, what the highlights of the day are and what is worrying
you.. 
Describe your favourite television programme or online show. Who
are the characters? What do they do? Why do you like it?
Describe what you had for breakfast without using any words that
begin with 'e'.
Describe who your favourite singer is. What do you like about the
music?
If you could change anything in the world, what would it be and
why?
My favourite sport is and why?
The smartest person I know is......Why is the person so clever?
If I could buy one person a gift, what would I buy? Who would I
buy it for? Why?
What if your pet could talk? What might they say?
The thing I hate doing most in the world is....How does it make me
feel? Why do I hate it?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

TUHI - WRITE
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TUHI - WRITE
Select from the pictures below to do your writing.

Describe your worst hair day.1.

2. Write a short story about a time you spent
outdoors.

3. If you could fly anywhere in the world, where
would you go? Why?

4. What is your favourite meal. Why do you like
it?

5. Use the words from your last text message to
write a poem.

6. What is the best lesson you have learned
from your elders?

7. Write a short narrative (story) about a time you felt
challenged.
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PĀNUI - READ
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ON TURNING 10  by Billy Collins
Read the poem and answer the questions that follow.

 
 

The whole idea of it makes me feel
like I'm coming down with something,

something worse than any stomach ache
or the headaches I get from reading in bad light--

a kind of measles of the spirit,
a mumps of the psyche,

a disfiguring chicken pox of the soul.
 

You tell me it is too early to be looking back,
but that is because you have forgotten

the perfect simplicity of being one
and the beautiful complexity introduced by two.

But I can lie on my bed and remember every digit.
At four I was an Arabian wizard.

I could make myself invisible
by drinking a glass of milk a certain way.
At seven I was a soldier, at nine a prince.

 
But now I am mostly at the window

watching the late afternoon light.
Back then it never fell so solemnly
against the side of my tree house,

and my bicycle never leaned against the garage
as it does today,

all the dark blue speed drained out of it.
 

This is the beginning of sadness, I say to myself,
as I walk through the universe in my sneakers.

It is time to say good-bye to my imaginary friends,
time to turn the first big number.

 
It seems only yesterday I used to believe
there was nothing under my skin but light.

If you cut me I could shine.
But now when I fall upon the sidewalks of life,

I skin my knees. I bleed.
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Using the title as a starter, predict what you think the poem might be about.
Look at the structure of the text. How many stanzas are in the poem? A
stanza is a paragraph of poetry. What do the first few lines of the poem
suggest about "turning 10"?
A simile is a comparison using "like" or "as". Can you identify a simile in the
first stanza? What does it mean?
Listing is also used in the first stanza. Can you find an example in the
poem?
Who do you think the poet is referring to with the "you" in the second
stanza?
In the second stanza, the poet tells us about what it has been link at each
stage of his life, before turning 10. Explain how the poet feels about this.
Can you identify any techniques that have been used?
In the third stanza, the poet contrasts like after turning 10. How does the
poet feel about this? Can you identify any techniques?
Personification is when a non-living thing is given human qualities. Identify
an example of personification in the third stanza.

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS
 
 

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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It doesn’t matter how many babies you have, how many times you marry
or divorce, how skinny or fat you become, how many degrees hang on
your wall, how flash your car or house is or how old you get,
Aunties are Boss
 
They always talk to you like you are 14,
everything they say is a directive, even when it isn’t,
there’s a bed over there,
have a kai and get a cup of tea
 
They ask you to clean the wharepaku and then they do it properly when
you’ve finished,
they suggest you ‘throw your eyeballs around the wharekai’ when you
ask, where’s the tea towel?
You then watch as their eyeballs swivel in their head when you ask,
‘where do the dishes go?’
 
They send you to the shop to get tomato sauce and back again five
minutes later to get toilet paper,
they sack you off the computer as soon as they walk in the door,
they tell you to stop eavesdropping and leave the room when they are
talking to your mother,
Aunties are Boss
 
They squeeze lollies into your hand when the other kids aren’t looking,
they tell you, your tāne is not good enough for you
not directly
they do this, by ignoring him
for years,
they tell you, your wahine is not good enough for you
not directly
they do this,

AUNTIES ARE BOSS by MARAEA RAKURAKU
CLOSE READING 

Read the poem and answer the questions that follow.
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They will remind you how precious you are in a Facebook post and message
in all the other Aunties,
when your parents separate, they pay for your music lessons, school
stationery bill and uniforms,
they send texts to your mother daily reminding her why she is better off
without him,
Aunties are Boss
 
Aunties will tell you not to talk to Koro, Nanny or your Mother like that
and to pick that lip off the floor
and if they ever hear you talk that way to them again
you’ll have them to answer to,
they will tell you to stop using Koro or Nanny like they’re an EFTPOS
machine,
they will tell Koro and Nanny to stop acting like an EFTPOS machine,
Aunties are Boss
 
Aunties are Dragon slayers
ready to plunge swords into the hearts of monsters,
Aunties are Taniwha crouching in the river
prepared to throw you back to shore should you stray too far,
Aunties are Patupaiarehe
silently watching from afar, certain that you will become exactly who
you are meant to be as has been divined from your parents, your
parents’ parents and your parents’ parents’ parents
 
Aunties
Aunties are Boss
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Answer the following questions, based on your reading of the poem.
 
1. Look at the shape of the poem. 
a) What is interesting about it to you?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
b) Some of the lines run on and do not have punctuation at the end. Why might this be?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
c) Identify the poetic technique used to describe this.
_______________________________________
2. What does the title tell you about the text?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Explain the message readers get about the role of aunties, in the first stanza.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
4. A simile is a comparison using the words “like” or “as”. Identify a simile is the poem.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 
5. A metaphor is a comparison in which one thing is said to be another. Select TWO metaphors from the
poem and explain what they mean.
EXAMPLE 1:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
EXAMPLE 2:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
6.  Look closely at the language used in the poem.
a) Explain the meaning of the word “directive” in the following line.
“everything they say is a directive, even when it isn’t…”
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
b) What does this suggest about the way Aunties behave?
7. Consider your own experience with your aunts or a family member. Write a verse of your own poetry.
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The Seahorse and the Reef 

by Witi Ihimaera
 
Read the short story and answer the questions that follow.
 
 
Sometimes through the soft green water and drifting seaweed of my dreams I see the seahorse again. Delicate and fragile
it comes to me, shimmering and luminous with light. And I remember the reef.
 
The reef was just outside the town where my family lived. That was a long time ago, when I was a boy, before I came to
this southern city. It was where all our relatives and friends went every weekend in summer to dive for kai moana. The reef
was the home of much kai moana — paua, pipi, kina, mussels, pupu and many other shellfish. It was the home too of
other fish like flounder and octopus. It teemed with life and food. It gave its bounty to us. It was good to us.
 
And it was where the seahorse lived.
 
At the time, our family lived in a small wooden house on the fringe of the industrial area. On Sundays, my father would
watch out the window and see our relatives passing by on their old trucks and cars and bikes with their sugarbags and nets,
their flippers and goggles, shouting and waving on their way to the reef. They came from the pa — in those days it was
not surrounded by expanding suburbia — and they would sing out to Dad: 
 
‘Hey, Rongo! Come on! Good day for kai moana today!’
 
Dad would sigh and start to moan and fidget. The lunch dishes had to be washed, the lawn had to be cut, and my mother
probably would want him to do other things round the house.
 
But after a while, a gleam would come into his eyes.‘
Hey, Huia!’ he would shout to Mum. ‘Those kina are calling out loud to me today!’
‘So are the dishes,’ she would answer.‘
Well, Mum!’ Dad would call again. ‘Those paua are just waiting for me to come to them today!’
‘That lawn’s been waiting even longer,’ Mum would answer. 
Dad would pretend not to hear her. ‘Pae kare, dear! How’d you like a feed of mussels today!’      ‘
I’d like it better if you fixed the fence,’ she would growl.      
So Dad would just wiggle his toes and act sad for her. ‘Okay, Huia. But those pipi are going to miss us today!’      
 
Dad was cunning. He knew Mum loved her feed of pipi. And sure enough she would answer him:     
 ‘What are we waiting for? Can’t disappoint those pipi today!’ Then she would shout to us to get into our bathing clothes,
grab some sugarbags, don’t forget some knives and take your time but hurry up! And off we would go to the reef on our
truck.     
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The Seahorse and the Reef (continued)
 
 
 
 
 
 If it was a sunny day the reef would already be crowded with other people searching for kai moana. There they’d be,
dotting the water with their sacks and flax kits. They would wave and shout to us and we would hurry to join them, pulling
on our shoes, grabbing our sugarbags and running down to the sea.      
 
‘Don’t you kids come too far out!’ Dad would yell. He would already be way ahead of us, sack clutched in one hand and a
knife in the other. He used the knife to prise the paua from the reef because if you weren’t quick enough they held onto
the rocks really tight. Sometimes, Dad would put on a diving mask. It made it easier for him to see underwater.      
 
As for Mum, she liked nothing better than to wade out to where some of the women of the pa were gathered. Then she
could korero with them while she was looking for seafood. All the long afternoon those women would bend to the task,
their dresses ballooning above the water, and talk and talk and talk and talk!      
 
For both Mum and Dad, much of the fun of going to the reef was because they could be with their friends and whanau. It
was a good time for being family again and for enjoying our tribal ways.      
 
My sisters and me, we made straight for a special place on the reef that we liked to call ‘ours’. It was where the pupu —
or winkles as some call them — crawled. We called the special place our pupu pool.      
 
The pool was very long but not very deep. Just as well because Mere, my youngest sister then, would have been drowned,
she was so short! As for me, the water only came waist high. The rock surrounding the pool was fringed with long waving
seaweed. Small transparent fish swam among the waving leaves and little crabs scurried across the dark floor. The many
pupu glided calmly along the sides of the pool. Once, a starfish inched its way into a dark crack.     It was in that pool we
discovered the seahorse, magical and serene, shimmering among the red kelp and riding the swirls of the sea’s
current.      
 
My sisters and I, we wanted to take it home.      ‘If you take it from the sea it will die,’ Dad told us. ‘Leave it here in its
own home for the sea gives it life and beauty.’      
 
Dad told us that we must always treat the sea with love, with aroha. ‘Kids, you must take from the sea only the kai you
need and only the amount you need to please your bellies. If you take more, then it is waste. There is no need to waste the
food of the sea. Best to leave it there for when you need it next time. The sea is good to us, it gives us kai moana to eat. It
is a food basket. As long as we respect it, it will continue to feed us. If, in your search for shellfish, you lift a stone from
its lap, return the stone to where it was. 
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The Seahorse and the Reef (continued)
 
 Try not to break pieces of the reef for it is the home of many kai moana. And do not leave litter behind you when you leave the sea.’
Dad taught us to respect the sea and to have reverence for the life contained in its waters. As we collected shellfish we would
remember his words. Whenever we saw the seahorse shimmering behind a curtain of kelp, we felt glad we’d left it in the pool to
continue to delight us.      
 
As soon as we filled our sugarbags we would return to the beach. We played together with other kids while waiting for our parents to
return from the outer reef. One by one they would arrive: the women still talking, the men carrying their sacks over their shoulders.
On the beach we would laugh and talk and share the kai moana between different families. With sharing there was little waste. We
would be happy with each other unless a stranger intervened with his camera or curious amusement. Then we would say goodbye to
one another while the sea whispered and gently surged into the coming of darkness.      ‘See you next week,’ we would say.
 
One weekend we went again to the reef. We were in a happy mood. The sun was shining and skipping its beams like bright stones
across the water.      
 
But when we arrived at the beach the sea was empty of the family. No people dotted the reef with their sacks. No calls of welcome
drifted across the rippling waves.      Dad frowned. He looked ahead to where our friends and whanau were clustered in a large group
on the sand. All of them were looking to the reef, their faces etched by the sun with impassiveness.      ‘Something’s wrong,’ Dad said.
He stopped the truck. 
 
We walked with him towards the others of our people. They were silent. ‘The water too cold?’ Dad tried to joke. Nobody answered him.
‘Is there a shark out there?’ Dad asked again. Again there was silence. Then someone pointed to a sign.      
‘It must have been put up last night,’ a man told Dad. Dad elbowed his way through the crowd to read it.      
‘Dad, what does it say?’ I asked. His fists were clenched and his eyes were angry. He said one word, explosive and shattering the
silence, disturbing the gulls to scream and clatter about us.      
‘Rongo,’ Mum reproved him.      
‘First the land and now our food,’ Dad said to her.      ‘
What does it say?’ I asked again.      
His fists unclenched and his eyes became sad. ‘It says that it is dangerous to take seafood from the reef, son.’      ‘Why, Dad?’      ‘
The sea is polluted, son. If we eat the seafood, we may get sick.’     
 
 My sisters and I were silent for a while. ‘No more pupu, Dad?’      
‘No more, kids.’      I clutched his arm frantically. ‘And the seahorse, Dad? The seahorse, will it be all right?’      
But he did not seem to hear me.      We walked back to the truck. Behind us, an old woman began to cry out a tangi to the reef. It was
a very sad song for such a beautiful day. ‘Aue … Aue …’      
 
With the rest of the iwi, we bowed our heads. While she was singing, the sea boiled yellow with effluent issuing from a pipe in the
seabed. The stain curled like fingers around the reef.      Then the song was finished. Dad looked out to the reef and called to it in a
clear voice.     
 ‘Sea, we have been unkind to you. We have poisoned the land and now we feed our poison into your waters. We have lost our aroha for
you and our respect for your life. Forgive us, friend.’      
 
He started the truck. We turned homeward.      
 
In my mind I caught a sudden vision of many pupu crawling among polluted rocks. I saw a starfish encrusted with ugliness.      
 
And flashing through dead waving seaweed was a beautiful seahorse, fragile and dream-like, searching frantically for clean and crystal
waters.
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REFLECTION QUESTIONS
 
Complete the following questions about the short text.
 
In the story the narrator tells us about an experience they had when they were
younger. 
 
1)  Describe what the narrator remembers? 
 
2)  What was the special place called?
 
3) Google the word "industrial". What does it mean? How is it relevant to the story.
 
4) Explain what kai moana  is and why it is important to Māori. 
 
5) What does the father tell his children about the ocean?
 
6) According to the story, what was the sea boiling with?
 
8)  How did the narrator’s father convince his mother to go to the reef?
 
9)  Do you agree with Dad and how he treats the sea? Explain your answer.
 
10)  Explain why you think Ihimaera uses a seahorse in the story
 
11)  How do we know this is a New Zealand story? Give examples from the story to
support your answer.
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WHAKAARO -

THINK
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Do an activity with your less dominant hand (the hand you don’t use for writing) for 5 minutes,
such as writing a sentence, throwing a ball, making breakfast. How did it feel? What was the most
challenging part?
Hink Pink. Hink Pinks are rhyming word puzzles. One person thinks of a two word rhyme and gives
a two word description. The other player then must guess the “Hink Pink.” For example, if one
person says, “angry boy”, the other player responds, “mad lad.” Or, “wet canine” becomes “soggy
doggy.”
Human Thesaurus. Choose a simple word like “beautiful.” Think of as many synonyms as you can.
If playing with others, you can set a timer and trade off with different words, or write words down
and see who can come up with the most.
Verbal Venn. One player chooses two objects that are different to each other, the other player
attempts to find a linking characteristic between those two objects and the word that would go in
the middle of the imaginary Venn diagram.For example, player one says, “magazine and oven.” A
potential answer might say, “Cookbooks: things that you read and things in the kitchen.” Player one
does not have to have a answer. 
NOT Three of a Kind. One person names 3 similar objects and the other player(s) have to figure
out how one of them does not fit in the group. For example: banana, lemon, strawberries. Bananas
and lemons are yellow fruit so strawberries are the odd one out.
Rapid Fire. In 30 seconds say as many words that start with one letter as you can. Optional:
restrict the words by category

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

THINK
BRAIN

TRAINING
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Language
Techniques
Crossword
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HANGA - CREATE
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Dance challenges: record/film yourself dancing to a favourite
song/rap and challenge a sibling/whanau member to do this also. 
 Who could be the judge? OR design a new dance move. 
Karaoke challenge: record/film yourself singing to a favourite song
and challenge a sibling/whanau member to do this also. Who could
be the judge? 
Write a song with lyrics and maybe even some chords /music. You
could even record it on a phone or iPad. 
Create an original art work using recycled materials.
Invent your own parachute. Calling all budding Engineers! Can
you create a parachute that will safely carry an egg and allow it to
land without being broken?
Research and create. Learn and display your knowledge of Te Reo
and or NZ Sign language and record on video to help others. 

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Create, Create, Create!
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  NEKE - MOVE
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Design a physical challenge and keep a journal of your progress. 
Circuit training: Set up a 5 minute timer to music and rotate
through 5 different activities during the 5 minutes. 
Design and trial an obstacle course using the objects in your
whare. For example: Chairs to jump over, pillows to dodge, etc.
Who can do the obstacle course the fastest in your whanau?
Ball skills. Challenge yourself to learn a new skill like 100 juggles
for football. 
Run your own mini Oympics event with a range of activities for
your whanau.  
Make the best paper airplane using science, imagination and
creativity.
Build the tallest tower. Put your engineering skills to the test! 

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Let's Get Physica!
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    TĀPIRI -
CALCULATE
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